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G PAUL FISHER(13-02-1968)
 
Paul G Fisher, really did create the world, and has been creating countries, and
races, since he was a child, though he was sadly used to also fulfil somebody
elses agendas, that is now coming to light, though such agenda will quickly be
undone when he receives and keeps the magic and equipment he needs to
accomplish that....
He will also be a millionaire and a billionaire, successfully, and that had better
happen very quickly indeed, and in reality, as he has had enough of being used
by pirates, thieves, and other lowlife scum who have not the right to use the
worlds maker! ! Hence why earthquakes and floods have been apparent lately,
and that is absolutely nothing to do with christ, who is obviously somebody other
than Paul Fisher, as he has proven! !
It is time oil companies were told where their wealth comes from, and movie,
music, and book companies, and communication and transport companies and
utility and all other big money makers had better F******* HURRY UP AND PUT
PLENTY OF MONEY IN PAUL FISHERS BANK ACCOUNT, AND THAT WILL ALSO
APPLY TO MASONS AND THE CHURCH ASWELL, AS THEY HAVE HAD NO RIGHT
TO USE HIM! ! !
This really is the last chance such creatures will have to do the right thing! ! ! ! !
! |!
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A Friend
 
A friend takes you in
doesn't matter about your sin
a friend always cares
no matter your graces or your airs
a friend is always there you see
to be a guide, to assist unconditionally
 
that is my idea of a friend
a helping hand that will help til the end
forgiving and caring, generous and kind
to help you heal physically
and to help you heal your mind
friends like this aren't easy to find
but when you find one hold on tight
they may help you to attain
anything including spiritual flight
 
G PAUL FISHER
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A Question
 
A question
The birds in the sky
The fish in the sea
Nature in its rightful place
Is everything really made by me?
 
Yes indeed, tis really true
God made everybody you see
'twas a part of making the world
That God supposedly governs continually
 
Mysteries and insights
Clarity wisdom and wit
God needs to have these things
He needs to be in charge of it
 
OBVIOUSLY! ! !
 
G PAUL FISHER
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About Time Too
 
The dead who have been stealing from God
Who obviously have no right to do that
Will be destroyed in their entirety
And my belongings will be given back to me
 
Though that is obviously not all of them
Some of them are loyal and honest I see
And they and the living will help me get back
My houses and belongings successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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All Creatures Great And Small
 
All the creatures great and small
Obediently serve God, who is Paul
They protect him very professionally
And bring to him what he wants you see
 
His houses he does quickly get back
And cash abundance and treasures
Anything that he desires
Power beyond comprehension, as well as earthly pleasures
 
Liberty from foolish games
From doctors and anyone who blames
Everybody is learning you see
Paul Fisher gets what he wants successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Amazing Amazing
 
He is right...
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
All the beautiful girls are smitten
with god as though e is a new kitten
adore him they always will you see
bringing him gifts and prosperity
what e wants e gets successfully
 
cash abundance money gold
skunkweed and potent hash
e builds up quite an amazing stash
girls do for him what they are told
whether they be young or old
 
powerful magic and amazing spells
god easily defeats the hells
that should have been serving him evidently
but thieves that now have failed
evidently did wrong to e
 
god must have all his businesses back
his houses and magic articles too
e must have absolutely anything e wants
whether that is fiction or fact
makes no difference these things are true
 
God always absolutely gets what e wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Amazing Gifts
 
Amazing gifts are brought to me
Motorhome, cash abundance, and joy aswell I see
A motorcycle, nice and clean, legal and ligit,
A house and furniture with a garden and a garage,
Plenty nice equipment and kit
It really is about time, you see,
That I got what I want to have
Remember that when you see me,
I get what I want successfully
As you will all soon see
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Angels Avoid Harming God......
 
Angels avoid harm I see,
And help me to do that too,
They help me in a myriad of ways,
Making me successful successfully,
 
And my magic articles, and abilities,
That they know should be mine,
I will get back successfully,
Along with skills, celestial, divine,
 
My strengths, superhuman  and supernatural too,
I successfully receive, Herculean they may be,
But that is right, my strengths and might,
That are physical and spiritual, stay with me.......
 
Thankyou
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Astral Travel
 
Astral Travel
 
I have been to the astral,
The amazing dreamtime,
And learned to be excellent,
With songs and with rhymes,
Magic in abundance,
Remains with me,
Powerful spells, and charms as well,
Strength in all realms,
Permanent hypnotic ability,
Such gifts and strengths,
I permanently keep,
No matter what thieves may have tried,
I'm absolutely immortal, I will not die,
And it would be entirely sensible, I see,
To protect me, my cat, and my family,
So mote it be, so mote it be...
Thankyou.
 
G PAUL FISHER
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At Home
 
who will save me
who will help me
their living on my world
heaven help me
everybody needs to care
to belong to somebody
to be known and liked
to have transport to travel
maybe on a motorbike
to have a nice home
a place to stay warm
to be at home, to be at home
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Avenge Avenge
 
God is successfuly, successfully
He has found the foolish thieves
And now his magic will remain to be his
Whether or not there is any bis!
 
The nasty children who did nasty things
Will be punished for what they did
As will the tots who shouldn't have got
Any of Gods magic, or his wings!
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Beautiful Songs
 
Beautiful songs brought to me
By beautiful birds you will agree
Wordless sonnets as nice as can be
Such sounds bring joy indeed to me
Indicating my release from a grim situation
And understanding that I must receive compensation
My life should have been wonderful you see
Instead of what was done to me
You all have life and existence tis true
Because of what I shouldn't have been put through
And now tis time to pay.......
To pay what is long overdue
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Beautiful Women And Girls
 
Why are beautiful women and girls,
Permanently attracted to me?
Is it because they know about,
The miracles that occur in my life,
Or the fact that I made the world?
 
Great magic is so attractive I see,
Perhaps that's why girls are attracted to me?
They help me to keep what I want to keep,
Eager to satisfy and to please...
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Caring
 
Everybody has a care
They know God is real
That he must have what he wants
He absolutely always gets a good deal
 
God thinks about things sensibly
Successfully solving what he wants
Gaining amazing magic abilities
That may always remain with he
 
Everybody has a care
They know God is real
That he must have what he wants
He always, absolutely gets a good deal
 
God always has nice weed to smoke
Because he is a very nice bloke
And he gets his houses and abilities
And his magic articles successfully
 
Everybody has a care
They know God is real
That he must have what he wants
He absolutely always gets a good deal
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Cash Abundance To Him
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
Beautiful obedient sensuous girls
Wishlist articles gifts and treats
Cash abundance and marijuana too
Such things will be brought to he
To God the man, the magic, the maker
 
Abundance in his bank account
Real cash millions, amazing amounts
Wonderful sportscars motorcycles boats
Perhaps an old fortress a beautiful house
Quality gifts a quality lifestyle without doubt
 
Amazing skills and abilities
Businesses and magic expertise
Acquisitions and abundance
He gets what he wants
His magic is invincible successfully
 
Gold and joy and intelligence and wit
Beautiful women with firm thighs and pert tits
A plethora of everything he enjoys
Quickly be brought to god, this man
He will have and keep and acquire, that's the ploy
 
Success with inventions and ingenuity
Common sense, wisdom infinite skill
God masters all magic successfully
That is his place that's obvious, plain
What god wants god will always gain
 
God always absolutely gets what he wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Clever Boy Clever Boy
 
God is such a clever boy
He has sussed his foes
They will quickly be destroyed,
God and heaven knows
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Clouds
 
Beautiful clouds in the sky I see
Amazing shapes and patterns they make
Sometimes they have something to say to me
But rarely from me do they take
 
I like clouds
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Compensation
 
Everybody knows, you see,
That they must all compensate me,
For what they did that was so wrong,
Yes indeed, that includes you Jon,
My magic was supposedly only mine,
I created the world, and shouldn't have been fined,
By the ridiculous church, and their hounds,
So give me my magic articles and skills,
You know you will pay for your own ills,
And you will all be punished for what was done,
Now will end ridiculous spiritual fun.
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Contemplation
 
Thinking about so many things
Contemplating concentrating
Knowing consciously and subconsciously
How to attain and keep my wings
 
Having so much knowledge, I see
And wonderful experiences too
So many things to contemplate
So many wonderful things to do
 
Finding my way
Taking my time
Successful as usual
With reason and rhyme
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Egret
 
Egret
Like a ghostly apparition
the egret did appear
beautiful in its white paleness
though almost unaware
that two strangers were viewing
such a beautiful bird
speechless and in awe
that such a situation
could hardly be put into words.
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Everybody Helps God
 
Everybody helps God you see
In any and every situation
They know he is geniune
Everybody helps him successfully
 
 
He gets his houses and businesses back
And gets rid of those who sought to control him
Fisher isn't the price you see
tisthose who have been using he
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Everybody Respects The Maker
 
Everybody respects the maker
He has a human name,
He is permanently powerful,
And he has had enough of spiritual games,
He is helped by many spirits,
So he can get what he wants,
His magic skills and abilities,
Must always remain with he.
So mote it be so mote it be
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Fancy A Smoke?
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
As daylight comes
The dawn is breaking
God will find euphoria
Pleasant aroma the nicest herb
To smoke and enjoy upon his waking
 
Dry yet perfect smouldering delight
Aromatic, fragrant, potent
A smoke that is just right
Abundance and cash what a nice gift
That will give the maker a welcome lift
 
Sweet dreams are incurred
From the enigmatic smoke
Visions of a better life
Service from the girls and birds
Couldn't happen to a better bloke
 
A big bag indeed a wonderful find
Smoking material to ease his mind
Relaxing thoughtful inspirational pure
The everyday medicine that cleanses the soul
Receiving such gifts is almost a cure
 
 
God always absolutely gets what he wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Freedom
 
get rid of my captors
get rid of my foes
there must be freedom from false freedom
this will happen heaven knows
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Give Him His Money
 
All the money God should have got,
He will gain very successfully,
Milions of pounds from housing associations,
And from the council too, I see,
Houses and businesses and charities,
Boats, motorcycles, cars, and treasures,
Anything that Paul Fisher requires,
He will receive from all the nations,
He has had enough of asking nicely, you see,
Now give him what he wants quickly,
And release him from these stupid systems,
Vilification always fails against him fantastically! !
 
G PAUL FISHER
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God Is A Timetraveller
 
God is a timetraveller
Paul Graham Fisher is his name
Travelling back to nineteen seventy one
is only a small piece of this game
from there he does protect himself
and he protects his family
undoing fools who would damage him
professionally and successfully
 
as himself a human man
imbued with magic and superstrengths
he will educate himself, you see
and protect himself and his mum successfully
so that there will be no false religions
nor any false mental health scenarios
that are no good for anybody, obviously
 
G PAUL FISHER
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God Is Infallible
 
God is infallible,
That is how that is, obviously,
He has had enough of cons,
Turn yourselves around immediately
Give back to Him His abilities,
Give Him back His houses and businesses,
And His magical property.
And the money you shouldn't have got,
You have all had enough chances, I see,
Do as you are told, for the maker,
As soon as possible, Please........
 
G PAUL FISHER
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God Is Permanently Powerfully Magical
 
God, Paul Graham Fisher
is always powerful you see
easily he gets rid of his foes
or his angels do that for he
 
he absolutely gets what he wants
from anybody in the world
including gettig rid of the demons
who appear as boys or girls
 
Gods blood remains with him you see
and should not have been took
those who did such an evil thing
will be destroyed in their entirety
 
Paul will have a wonderful life
the thieves who stole from him will die
as will those who imprisoned him
in this stupid hospital with their lies
 
His release is certain, entirely a fact
and he will keep his magic, his knack,
the rat spirits who did steal from he
will give him what he wants, obviously
 
That does include their houses too
and their valuables and motorbikes
any thing that God wants he gets
as long as that is what he likes
 
God isn't T, and he isn't icke
And he certainly isn't christ,
And he is getting rid of psychiatry
and anybody that he doesn't like
 
G PAUL FISHER
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God Is Protected
 
God is protected
God is protected permanently
From any influences and from disease
He is absolutely protected successfully
That is required obviously
 
Even nature and people too
Protect the maker 'tis true
He must have back his magic gifts
I should not need to quantify this
 
Magic articles and houses and bikes
Anything he wants that he likes
Beautiful women to serve him and adore
God knows his life improves, that really is the score
 
G PAUL FISHER
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God Is The Miracle
 
He is right...As usual
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
The thieves that God has caught
Doing what they shouldn't ought
Will give back the magic they stole
As will those who put him in
As a substitute for the devil
And the devils evil kin
 
Such creatures, as lowly as they are
Knew they would be caught you see
Now they will give back to God
Consciously and subconsciously
All his magic skills and his abilities
 
God always triumphs, tis true tis true
Gets back what was his successfully
Quickly becomes a millionaire
Gains compensation that is long overdue
The hells all know that they are through
As do those who sent them, cowards, evidently
 
God always absolutely gets what e wants
God can do anything
 
G PAUL FISHER
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God Suddenly Gets
 
God suddenly gets, and receives
All that he wants, obviously
release from his current situation
and compensation obviously
 
Houses and businesses and a motorhome
millions of pounds in his bank account
he will be free to travel and roam
of that there is no doubt
 
the creatures who stole from him now change
or on this world they will no longer remain
they will give him back his abilities
and his treasures and he will gain
 
God absolutely isn't a demon, you see
and his loyal spirits have had enough
of the lies and damage done to he
they will make sure he is exonerated successfully
 
Soon joyous visits God will receive
from a solicitor and a priest
they will make sure God gets what he wants
and that he is quickly released
 
Everybody helps God, you see
Because they know he is indeed the maker
chemicals he doesn't require
though skunkbud and hash are pleasing to he
 
all his magic articles, that he received, or made
he gets back successfully
as well as his abilities
that were supposedly only his, successfully
 
Money now God constantly receives
From everybody be they honest or thieves
paid in cash or into his bank account
in substantial and recurring amounts
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No strings are attatched to such payments, you see,
Such payments that are long overdue
He had better become a millionaire in reality
Or his spirits are getting rid ofn everybody, tis true! !
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Good Deeds
 
if somebody wants to do a good deed
they should have good deeds done back to them
that is the way that is supposed to work
from such a burden no one should shirk
any curses involving such things
should fly away on their cursed wings
 
G PAUL FISHER
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He Gets Millions....
 
God gets millions of pounds
And anything that he desires
Houses and businesses cars and boats
Magical abilities and magic rings and cloaks
Everybody bserves him, you see,
Bringing to him what he wants
Nature spirits and humans too
Do for him what he wants them to
That will always be their way,
Whether they be brown black or white
Always his intelligence stays with him
Permanently he keeps his light
 
G PAUL FISHER
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He Really Did Make The World! ! ! !
 
Before I was even four years old,
The Earth and the oceans I did make,
Though when poisoned with a bible,
Six days, to read, that did take,
Egyptians and Greeks and other races,
Obviously are going to pay,
They should have written a nicer book,
That didn't involve taking children,
Or duality, that is fair to say!
 
G PAUL FISHER
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If
 
If my houses are given back to me?
If my businesses are given back to me?
If my treasures are given back to me?
If my family is safe permanently?
If I keep my magic abilities?
If I travelback and forth in time?
If I protect what I know is mine?
If I receive genuine compensation?
If I receive money from every nation?
If I'm protected permanently?
What a wonderful world this could be? ? ?
Paul Graham Fisher
 
G PAUL FISHER
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If I Could Turn Back Time
 
If I could turn back time
If I could find the way
I'd make the world a better place
Beginning with a brighter day
 
If I could change the past
I'd do it straight away
For good times that will last
With a better lifestyle and better pay
 
If I could undo my foes
If I could protect my kin
The world would be a better place
For me and the human race
 
If.....
 
G PAUL FISHER
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I'M Back
 
Back with a vengeance,
To do what is right,
Having the courage,
To fight the great fight,
Inspired by good folk,
Inspired by friends,
Finally getting what I want,
Changing what would otherwise,
Have been a regretful end,
A rose by any other name, they say,
Well I'm entirely not a rose,
Though I have to do what is right you see,
Absolutely everybody knows,
That I will travel through time successfully...
So I will see you all a few years ago,
And make changes as and when neccessary.
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Instructions
 
Make Him rich, powerful too
do for him what he wants you to...
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
God must have money, cash abundance
That is easy to understand
He must have anything that he wants
He will always be a powerful man
 
Sexy girls do adore him,
That will always be their way
They want to make love to him
They wish to do that everyday
 
Bring cash abundance to God they will
Hundreds of millions of pounds
Making sure thieves do no steal from him
Whether they be cats or hounds
 
Charities and businesses are realising now
Stealing from God is a crime, not a sin
And for that they will give him their shops
After they have filled them with stock for him
 
God always absolutely gets what he wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Is Paul Fisher Permanently Magical?
 
Is Paul Fisher permanently magical?
That is a question and a half,
Tis obvious indeed, he is,
Perhaps that is worth a laugh,
Creatures who tried stealing from he,
Only became his slaves, you see,
Or they gain what he has no interest in,
Though he will have his houses,
And his businesses back,
And he will get his gem back from Sin! !
Or his spirits will quickly do the thieves in,
Along with the families and companies,
That have evidently exploited Paul,
He will get anything he wants,
Successfully from the thieves and pirates,
And no, he absolutely wasn't Saul!
And as he created the world, and you all,
He obviously isn't Saint Paul! ! !
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Is Paul Fisher Permanently Successful?
 
Is Paul Fisher permanently successful?
I guess the answer to that is YES!
He did indeed create the world,
Though others are responsible for the mess!
Tis a well known fact, you see,
Paul Fisher will be a billionaire,
And everybody had better make that happen quick,
Or God will entirely begin to not care!
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Kitty
 
Magic articles,
Come to me,
Amazing gifts and abilities,
All the treasures I should have received,
I will have back, very quickly indeed,
The thieves have had enough warnings you see
Now bring back my magic devices to me.........
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Liars Will Pay
 
The doctors who told lies about me
will pay and pay and pay
or they will be destroyed, though that may happen too
for the damage they caused to me and you
 
and these others with their synbology
that have caused problems for me
the capes, orthe black brotherhood
will die for their actions that were no good
 
psychiatric cults are being wiped out
of that there is absolutely no doubt
as are the mad who did damage me
along wirth their entire families
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Lord Have Mercy?
 
Lord have mercy, was said to me
How about ''Lord have millions of pounds
In his building society? ''
How about getting rid of the dead,
and cons in their entirety?
How about ''Lord have what the Lord wants? ''
That sounds pretty good to me!
What about that, what do you think?
Sounds pretty good to the Lord, who is me!
How about ''Lord have a sunseeker powerboat? ''
How about ''Lord have a mansion too? ''
How about giving the Lord back His abilities?
Or the Lord gets rid of all of you? ?
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Lover Problems
 
All Gods' problems disappear
When he sees a beautiful girl
Such girls are smitten with him you see
His problems disappear successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Marijuana
 
Marijuana, ganja, skunk hash,
Should always make its way to me
Along with abundance, plenty cash
To keep me mellow, obviously
 
Beautiful houses and a motorhome
Motorcycles and a sunseeker boat,
Such luxuries are due to me,
So that I may travel and roam
 
The symbols and signs that were shown to me
Involving receiving such gifts and treasures
Are accompanied with beautiful sexy girls,
Who are eager to make me rich and bring me many pleasures
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Miraculous
 
How amazing that nobody steals,
From Paul Graham Fisher, tis true,
Those that have only get what he,
Has no interest in, I see,
Along with any problems,
that would have been caused to he....
And the creatures that did cause all his problems,
Because of the christian bible,
Due to them having wrongly judged he,
Will be destroyed in their entirety
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Much Bonnie Data
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
As daylight comes
The dawn is breaking
God will find euphoria
Pleasant aroma the nicest herb
To smoke and enjoy upon his waking
 
Dry yet perfect smouldering delight
Aromatic, fragrant, potent
A smoke that is just right
Abundance and cash what a nice gift
That will give the maker a welcome lift
 
Sweet dreams are incurred
From the enigmatic smoke
Visions of a better life
Service from the girls and birds
Couldn't happen to a better bloke
 
A big bag indeed a wonderful find
Smoking material to ease his mind
Relaxing thoughtful inspirational pure
The everyday medicine that cleanses the soul
Receiving such gifts is almost a cure
 
God always absolutely gets what he wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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My Amazing Cat
 
My Amazing Cat
 
My beautiful cat, Thomas is his name
A wonderful creature, free from blame,
As immortal as any creature could be,
As immortal as God, who is incredible, you see,
He cannot be harmed, tis true, you will see,
Now for a miracle, take me back in time,
Save me, my cat, and my mum successfully
thankyou
 
G PAUL FISHER
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My Amazing Magic
 
My Amazing Magic
 
Miracles and wonders,
Symbols and signs,
Amazing experiences,
Travels through time,
Astral visions,
Lucid dreams,
That help me succeed successfully,
Beating my foes,
Heaven knows,
My cat and my mum and me,
Must remain unharmed, obviously,
This will always be true,
We do not pay what isn't due,
Everybody helps us,
How true, how true,
Now for an amazing miracle,
Quickly make these words come true....
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou...
 
G PAUL FISHER
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My Angels
 
My Angels are powerful beings, you see
That do always look after me,
Protecting me from harm, from strife,
Making sure I get what I want in life,
Providing me with powers, and abilities,
Because they know I created them,
And the entire world, obviously,
That is why thieves will all fail
And will give my houses and businesses to me
Along with all the money I should have had,
And amazing and permanent abilities,
Including teleporting and time travel,
And my amazing IQ approximately three thousand,
Does permanently remain with me
 
Thankyou
 
G PAUL FISHER
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My Mum
 
My mum
I wish I'd listened, paid attention
Instead of arguing with every mention,
Of your voice so true and teaching,
But now you're gone and I am reaching,
For the truth, the words you said,
That now are running around my head,
I know I loved you but couldn't show it,
Life hardened me, it made me do it,
And now you're gone the words come flooding,
I hope you can hear me now I'm budding,
Into a man for the first time ever,
And my bond with you will last forever,
My words have wings, my thoughts are true,
I just wish I could say them straight to you,
You are now ever in my heart,
For the rest of my life that now will start,
I love you mum, you are the best,
But now you're gone I hope you'll rest.
Thanks mum, your loving son Paul.
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Natural
 
The hills and the dales
Fields and meadows
How was such beauty made
Only God really knows
 
Nature, animals, and weather
The trees the sea the birds
God created all these things
Including the flowers and the heather
 
Peace wisdom joy
Sunlight, warmth and smiles
All the things that are enjoyed
Go on for miles and miles
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Nothing Better To Do
 
Writing poetry is better than doing nothing
When there is nothing better to do
And as well as improving your writing skills
You may become rich and famous too
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Obvious To Those Who Can See
 
God isn't to blame, you see,
For the state the world is in,
That is down to somebody else,
Perhaps you know that creature, indeed,
Who goes by the name of Sin,
 
Though considered a God,
Tis a lesser version,
Who obviously enjoys perversion,
That is not Gods way, obviously,
That is proven categorically,
 
Yes God likes them young,
Though over sixteen,
And very nice looking too,
Respectful and obedient, not overly keen,
But knowing just what they must do,
 
Being kind, considerate and understanding,
Bringing God delights and joy,
Helping Him anyway they can,
God, Paul, is a very lucky man,
And a super-intelligent boy,
 
Beautiful maidens, lithe and athletic,
Who look after Him as they should,
Bringing what he wants to him,
Always doing for Him what is Good,
Knowing He likes what is real, yet aesthetic,
 
The worlds maker isn't Sin, you see,
Though He has been using me,
Now my gem I will have back,
And anybody, my mind who did hack,
Will help me to be successful successfully,
 
Because that is the right thing to do,
And perhaps God will receive help aswell,
From many many more of you,
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The young, the mature, and the old too,
Help Him immediately, do not tally nor dwell,
 
Money God requires, and abilities,
The houses that should have been owned by He,
His businesses and his skills, you see,
Really ahould only be owned by He,
Please make sure He gets them back successfully,
 
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.........
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Obvious, Yet True
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
Tis a well known fact you see,
And very obvious, evidently,
God must be a billlionaire
And have enough money to build himself a nice house
And have transport to travel anywhere
 
His spells are amazing, yes, tis true,
That's why he will avoid
Theft from anybody even you,
And he will have the treasures that are due,
 
Great magic and strength, and abilities,
That were truly only meant for he,
Powers skills and attributes,
God is always successful, successfully,
 
God is not nasty, as you can see,
But he will get rid of the nasty thieves
That have been stealing his stuff you know,
Tis time for such thieves and pirates to go,
 
Whether those thieves be cops or mad
Or digital creatures matters not
God will get huge compensation
And all the treasures and houses he should have got
 
God always absolutely gets what he wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Only The Sexiest Girls
 
Beautiful Girls Serve G
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
The most attractive sensual girls
Bring to God pleasure gifts and joy
Avoiding strife that's good I see
Such girls are evidently smitten, naturally
Readily eager to serve this powerful boy
 
With excellent taste,
They dress to please
Showing only God what God wants to see
Just the right amount of naked flesh
Tasteful and sensual just for he
 
Provocative thoughts enter their minds
Sexual innuendo lbidinous delights
When they see God they are heightened you see
Suddenly eager to make love with he
Knowing God knows how to treat them right
 
Sexy lingerie scant, divine
Beautifully formed breasts and faces
And a shapely firm behind
Perfectly formed to bring sexual treats
Responsive and sensual eager yet kind
 
Moist and inviting sensuous a haven
Whether they be natural, trimmed, or shaven
With smiling faces and pert bodies, always eager to please
God all his days, and his evenings too
Bringing him pleasures long overdue
 
God always absolutely gets what he wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Paul Fisher Is....................
 
Paul Fisher is a wise man, a poet, a bard,
Paul Fisher has many abilities
Paul Fishers' abilities remain with he,
Paul Fisher is a physical timetraveller,
Paul Fisher is a teleporter,
Paul Fisher has permanent and infinite intelligence,
Paul Fisher permanently gets what he wants hence,
That doesn't include medication, except for marijuana! !
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Paul Fisher Successful
 
Paul Fisher has beaten the creatures, you see,
That should not have been using he,
He will have back His treasures and riches,
And he will have anything he wants successfully,
YOU WILL ALL MAKE SURE THAT HAPPENS,
And you will improve his reality,
 
Paul Fishers' magic skills and abilities,
Do absolutely remain with he,
So mote it be So mote it be
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Payback
 
The people and the companies,
That have made money from exploiting me,
Now know they got it wrong, you see,
They were fooled into exploiting their creator,
The maker of the world, that's me,
And so they will be encouraged, and forced,
Consciously and subconsciously,
To quickly give me millions of pounds,
Or they will be told what will be done,
To them and their greedy families!
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Please Help Me
 
the masons and christians
who misjudged me
will be the first to compensate
they know that I'm God, you see
and will get me out of this place
and yes they will supply me with
a motorhome and cash abundance
so that I may roam about
and my life thus, I will sort out
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Pleasures
 
a beautiful girl to share moments with,
a new motorcycle, an occasional spliff,
a motorhome to go roaming about in,
a world without fools who would commit sin,
 
races and spirits that respect the maker,
millions of pounds in my bank account,
these things I will have, sooner or later,
a life without stupid negativity, no doubt,
 
a world where everybody respects me,
Why? Because I made this world,
and all the creatures upon it too,
and now my magic remains with me,
 
perhaps my superabilities and skills,
that are supposedly only mine,
will once again return to me, to keep,
and my life will be spectacular, divine.
 
WHY NOT?
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Positivity
 
When an act of negativity
is blatantly done to me
a thousand positive events
will be done to me
 
the yin and yang
the black and white mentality
is hereby cancelled
in its absolute entirety
 
everybody is positive with me
if they have any sense at all
tis proven I'm God, not a jew or christian
and yes, my name is Paul
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Powerfully
 
God is powerful permanently,
That is obviously required,
He gets absolutely what he wants,
Strength when he is awake,
Sleep when he feels tired.....
Magic and abilities,
Time travel devices and teleporting,
Anything God wants God gets,
Successsful he is, successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Psychiatry
 
The creatures who have put in me
chemicals that should not be there
will be destroyed in their entirety
by somebody with black, white, or brown hair
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Quite Amazing
 
How amazing that I can make
People and spirits forget
What I require to keep secret,
To repair  anothers' mistake
 
It's not as if I'm a millionaire,
A hypnotic timetraveller,
As well as having many attributes,
That will make my life so very much greater,
 
With infinite intelligence, wisdom and wit,
And losing the title, that is it,
Becoming and staying God, the maker,
Everybody will respect me sooner or later,
 
That is due and quite right, you see,
Having created so many races, and cree,
That is why I wil be a millionaire,
Because everybody is recognising, God is me!
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Release Him
 
Everybody knows, you see,
Paul Fisher must quickly be released,
He must have back what he should have got,
Houses, businesses, motorcycles,
Magic and abilities,
The thieves who stole from him are being caught,
And they will be destroyed in their entirety.
And in the famous words of witches....
So mote it be, so mote it be
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Rescue Me
 
The fools who did imprison me,
In this stupid place,
Will be destroyed,
They shouldn't have toyed,
With the God who created the world,
Who also created the human race,
His spirits will overcome them,
With magic and with wit,
And they will have me quickly released,
About these fools I no longer give a s**t! !
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Respect
 
Everybody absolutely,
Respects the maker, that is true,
Satisfying him financially,
Everyday, successfully,
Powerfully protecting him,
Creations he made obey he,
Though only in ways that are positive for he!
 
G PAUL FISHER
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''Returnastos''
 
God gets back his white cubic stone,
His gem, that only he will own,
Such magic is only his, you see,
So hurry up and get my gem back to me...
 
The thief that has such a thing
Knows he has been caught,
He and his family, and their friends
Will give back to God his magic,
Or very soon they will end.
 
Satisfying
Satisfying
Satisfying
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Sexy Girls
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
The most attractive sensual girls
Bring to God pleasure gifts and joy
Avoiding strife that's good I see
Such girls are evidently smitten, naturally
Readily eager to serve this powerful boy
 
With excellent taste,
They dress to please
Showing only God what God wants to see
Just the right amount of naked flesh
Tasteful and sensual just for he
 
Provocative thoughts enter their minds
Sexual innuendo lbidinous delights
When they see God they are heightened you see
Suddenly eager to make love with he
Knowing God knows how to treat them right
 
Sexy lingerie scant divine
Beautifully formed breasts and faces
And a shapely firm behind
Perfectly formed to bring sexual treats
Responsive and sensual eager yet kind
 
Moist and inviting sensuous a haven
Whether they be natural trimmed or shaven
With pert faces and bodies eager to please
God all his days, and his evenings too
Bringing him pleasures long overdue
 
God always absolutely gets what he wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Sh, Nice Udders!
 
Sudden and vast cash abundance
Regularly finds its way to God,
He will be a genuine millionaire,
And get back the riches he should have got!
Everybody pays him, you see,
And he does collect the money, and magic,
That should have only been received by he,
Thieves now turn themselves around,
Or they will be destroyed in their entirety! !
And I will still get back all my belongings,
Trust me, that is how that will be! !
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Situation Improvements
 
the doctors here, in this place
will quickly try to avoid disgrace
by quickly having me discharged
with a generous offer of compensation
two hundred and fifty grand they'll pay
and from me will take away blame
they will make sure I get what I want
and will do this quick, at a good pace
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Specials
 
so callede specials, and hounds that are cops
#will soon be done away with I see
asd will those who wrongly used them, in their entirety
these cunts have had enough chances
now actions against them will take place
and we shall see what we shall see
and God will get back control in his life
Paul Fisher is always successful successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Successfully
 
Successfuly
I do conquer, you see,
The creatures that shouldn't have manipulated me,
This really is my world, there's no doubt,
Everybody who knows that,
Will help me to sort my world out,
Friends in high places,
From the past, from all races,
And friends from the future too,
Good and kind spirits,
Benevolent beings,
And some extra-terrestrials,
Will help me you see,
So I can help my kin and myself,
And perhaps you,
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Successfully Powerfully
 
Successfully, powerfully,
That is how you could describe me,
Successfuly powerfully,
I get what I want easily,
Successfully powerfully,
My world is safe from fools,
Successfully powerfully,
I keep my magic abilities,
 
UNDERSTOOD?
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Summer
 
The summers sun so warm and bright
There's something about it, it feels just right
Warming my soul, my feelings too
Taking away what makes me feel blue
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Sunshine
 
The beautiful sunshine
The glistening dew
Two things in the morning
That stop me feeling blue
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Superman
 
My joyous aviation dreams
Flying about all over the place
What power and what liberty
Human aviation is a joy you see
 
Light as a feather
Yet agile and fast
Shooting across the sky at speed
Getting where I want to be
 
Rescuing allies rescuing friends
Knowing that I'm invincible
Having a wonderful time I see
Always being what I want to be
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Symbology
 
Any nasty symbology,
That creatures have been showing to me
Goes back to them entirely
God is always successful successfully
 
Tis proved that Paul Graham Fisher is God, you see
He created the world when he was a boy
It was not his decision to create christianity
That was done by demons in his future, obviously
 
That is why God is always respected,
and why he gets back what is his
houses, magic, and businesses
He gets back from the law, and their stupid biz
 
and the multi faith and all others
who foolishly claim to be Gods brothers
will give back his gear and his abilities
and  they make sure God is successful successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Thanks
 
Thanks for permanently protecting me
Though that is quite right, you see,
Quit trying to mimic events from the past,
Such creatures who do that will not last,
Try exploiting somebody else,
What you were fooled into doing to God,
Will catch up and catch up fast
God has to travel back in time,
To change the future past.....
 
Compensating
Honouring
Enriching
Exonerating
Respecting
Satisfying
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Thankyou
 
Thankyou very much,
For all your help,
I know I have a great deal of support,
And soon great miracles will occur,
That will help me and my loyal spirits sort,
The events from the past,
That shouldn't have happened,
To undo the things that were bad,
To make sure I keep my gem, my soul,
Because you all know that God,
Really is an amazing lad,
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou
 
G PAUL FISHER
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The Bible
 
The bible wasn't written by God,
That is a well known fact,
In fact the bible is personified,
In a man whos' name is seb,
Logos, the word in Greek, you understand,
And the name Satan appears in such a man,
Along with many other words,
none of them too nice,
So go and take a look for yourselves,
And quit ruining Gods' life...
 
G PAUL FISHER
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The Blues
 
The blues all quickly start giving back,
To God, his skills and abilities,
And they are going to give him their houses,
And anything else that God decrees,
And until they pay him for what they did,
That is the way that will always be,
The loons and their labs,
That have been bad,
Will make amends, permanently,
As will anybody else,
Who foolishly made my life difficult for me,
 
G PAUL FISHER
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The War Against War
 
There shouldn't have been any wars, you see,
Except, perhaps, the war against war,
God has had enough of such stupid games,
He is entirely infallible, free from blame,
Successfully he has won time travel
And amazing and permanent abilities.
So mote it be somote it be
God gets what God wants successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Timetravel
 
Timetravel is necessary you see
I have to go back and save my younger me
This has to be done as soon as possible
This has to be done successfully...
 
 
Yes indeed I went back in time
And educated Albert Einstein
Filled him up with e=mc2
Of this not many are aware
 
Two and a half days I spent with him
Showing educating enlightening
Shows how good a teacher I was
Albert Einstein knew I was God
 
I wonder if he wrote anything about me
Knowing that would prove categorically
That I had altered history
With e=mc2 successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Timetravelling
 
Yes indeed I went back in time
And educated Albert Einstein
Filled him up with e=mc2
Of this not many are aware
 
Two and a half days I spent with him
Showing educating enlightening
Shows how good a teacher I was
Albert Einstein knew I was God
 
I wonder if he wrote anything about me
Knowing that would prove categorically
That I had altered history
With e=mc2 successfully
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Touches
 
Anybody who touches Paul Fisher,
Or who attempts to control him, I see,
Instantly become his slaves,
Their attempts to steal from him fail miserably,
Thatis justice, that is right,
And also applies to those,
Who foolishly stole blood from he,
And your stupid religous laws, and the wiccan rede,
Have absolutely no effect upon him,
Why? Because he made the world, and all races,
And he is protected fromsuch things successfully.....
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Truth
 
Everybody serves the maker,
Good spirits know who the maker is
Anything the maker wants, is brought to him,
I suppose you could say That is bis!
And it is a well known fact, you see,
Nasty symbols and signs shown to the maker,
Only reflect back to them, I see.
And you have been warned to avoid stealing from him,
Theft from the maker are not acceptable you see,
Though perhaps it is becoming known,
Thieves only get what he has no interest in, I see.
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Truth, Obviously
 
The spiritual bullshit God has endured
Has now come to an end, you see,
The creatures involved who know who they are
Will be destroyed in their entirety
 
As I will so mote it be
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Unbridled Love
 
Beautiful Girls
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
Hear Him when He speaks to you,
Bring Him loves sweet honeydew
Show Him what He wants to see,
The oasis minus the misery.
 
Hard sweet nipples to touch and feel,
Moist sex and unbridled love,
Sex and sexual fantasy,
Bring Him what He wants successfully!
 
The birds in the sky all listen.
To God, and bring Him His desires,
Beautiful girls do writhe and glisten!
Eager to have with Him loves fire.
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Vengeance
 
The creatures who have been stealing from
And using the Creator,
Will be destroyed in their entirety,
God is always successful you see
That is his way, obviously....
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Visions
 
The most wonderful visions
Amazing lucid dreams,
Astral travel and projection,
Inspiration and rationality,
Magical methods,
Divine intervention,
And a lot of wonderfully strange events,
Some of which I cannot mention,
Magic serve me positively hence....
 
Money in abundance comes to me,
From those who know they must pay,
As has been magicaly decreed,
Or a visit from me they will receive,
Or perhaps from a spirit they will gain,
Instructions to pay me, again and again,
vast financial abundance,
Commensurate compensation,
They must give back what should have been mine,
That does apply to many a nation....
 
Ancient races who did gain from me,
Modern nations too I see,
You had gold and diamonds in africa
Because of a spell that I did make,
Now it is time to pay the maker,
On that regard make no mistake.........
 
All magic in this world came from me,
And so I will have all magic, amazing abilities,
That is true and justified,
Make me successful successfully,
 
 
Thankyou
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Warning
 
Be warned, you fools,
Do not steal from the maker,
Make sure his life is comfortable and warm
Give him anything he wants,
Give him anything he needs,
Make him a millionaire,
In thought, and word, and action, and deed,
He will have back what should have been his,
That is a well known fact,
The multi will pay
As will everybody else,
And he will be compensated
By everybody who exploited him
 
G PAUL FISHER
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What I Like
 
What do I like
tis obvious
motorcycles, boats, money and girls
the thieves have had enough pearls
 
What do I like
now let me see
catching my foes successfully
including that idiot David Icke
 
What do I like
nice poetry
and people who are respectful to me
and sexy girls on motorbikes
 
that's a little of what I like
 
G PAUL FISHER
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When
 
When Paul Fisher gets what Paul Fisher wants?
When his abilities remain with him?
When he gets back his houses and businesses?
When he has permanent support?
When he has permanent respect?
When he has a motorhome, a powerboat, and motorcycles and beautiful girls and
an amazing lifestyle, and his treasures and his gifts?
When Paul Fisher has millions of pounds in his bank account?
When Paul Fisher and his family are safe from harm?
 
 
When?
 
G PAUL FISHER
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When  I Say...........
 
When I say, to do what I say,
That obviously indicates,
Me and my family must be protected,
Even from what I say, you see,
Please protect us successfully.
Thankyou
 
G PAUL FISHER
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When My Powers Remain With Me.........
 
When my powers stay with me,
They do because that is how that is meant to be,
My attributes, knowledge and abilities,
Are suoosedly only mine, you see,
 
The Angels and spirits that protect me,
And do so very successfully,
Ensure that harm is deflected from me,
Mighty powers they bestow upon me......
 
And for that I'm grateful, obviously...
 
G PAUL FISHER
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When, What What
 
when the creatures who have been using me
are destroyed in their entirety
when so called professionals
who are not what they seem
have been destroyed for what they have done
perhaps that will end spiritual fun
when the mad who have been stealing from me
are done away with in their entirety
when those who caused me problems in life
have been done away with afet they have back their strife
when the mental health services have been destroyed
along with the black and the blue
when God, Paul Fisher, permanently powerful magical man
gets his white cubic stone from a thief
and does away with nasty spirits and demons
and releases himself from the curses of the wan
and the fools who made them that way
are no longer on my world
when that happens,
I say, when that happens?
 
G PAUL FISHER
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Would This Be Nice?
 
Make Him rich, powerful too
do for him what he wants you to...
 
God is the miracle
God can do anything
God everybody backs
 
God must have money, cash abundance
That is easy to understand
He must have anything that he wants
He will always be a powerful man
 
Sexy girls do adore him,
That will always be their way
They want to make love to him
They wish to do that everyday
 
Bring cash abundance to God they will
Hundreds of millions of pounds
Making sure thieves do no steal from him
Whether they be cats or hounds
 
Charities and businesses are realising now
Stealing from God is a crime, no  sin
And for that they will give him their shops
After they have filled them with stock for him
 
God always absolutely gets what he wants
 
G PAUL FISHER
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You Know It Makes Sense
 
God knows, I see, Successfully,
Ways to combat my enemies,
Though without violence,
Violence is folly,
Though as a last resort,
I would apply, defensively,
 
Courage and wit,
Intelligence and thought,
Doing what really should be ought,
Remaining whole, and true to myself,
Understanding many things,
Keeping my physical and spiritual health,
 
Applying logic, and a few secrets too,
Along with help from kind extra terrestrials,
Who know that God knows what to do,
Changing a few events in the past,
That will be a blast, without TNT, tis true.
 
And when that has been done,
And there is no nasty fun,
God knows he will thank many of you,
For all your help, and kind thoughts,
Please help me do what I need to do.
Thankyou.
 
G PAUL FISHER
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You Might Appreciate This?
 
White or black
that matters not
the maker gets back
what the maker should've got
his houses businesses
and three charities
and all the treasures
and magic articles
that he should have received
 
sexy women beautiful girls
adore the maker tis true tis true
they will do absolutely anything for him
that is what they were made to do
bringing him gifts abundance joy
to the maker who is a lucky boy
his human name is paul graham fisher
he is such a magical lad
he easily outdoes his foes
and makes good from what is bad
a billionaire timetravelling inventor
is his chosen profession
magic expertise comes naturally to he
and he does enjoy a good sex session
smoking potent weed and pot
beating the opposition
winning bets and winning wagers
receiving gifts from every nation
 
the worlds maker god creator magi
wise immortal infinitely wise
a poet a bard a magic spell maker
everybody respects him and will soon realise
he must have back what he was supposed to have
now thieves from him refuse to chav
infact the thieves will bring to he
his magic articles evidently
cash abundance upon him they lavish
sexy girls want him to sexually ravish
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he always gets what he wants you see
that's a miracle to a lot of people
but is perfectly natural to he
gaining and keeping magic skills
and really amazing abilities
what he does he does very well
he is always successful successfully
 
whether they be mad or sane
everybody helps god gain
what is his
what will be
collected and acquired by he
millionairedom
magic articles
houses business
and charities
what god wants god always gets
magic hats and magic sets
staffs and swords from movies too
wands and cloaks
and magical gowns
time travel devices
cash abundance
absolutely everybody helps him you see
and yes, that includes you
 
G PAUL FISHER
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